Cardioversion for atrial fibrillation: treatment options and advances.
Atrial fibrillation (AF) is associated with significant morbidity and mortality. There are two basic approaches to managing AF: slowing the ventricular rate, while allowing the arrhythmia to continue (the rate-control approach), and restoring and maintaining sinus rhythm (the rhythm-control approach) with antiarrhythmic drugs (AADs) and/or ablation, electrical cardioversion (CV), if needed, or both. Strategy trials comparing rate and rhythm control have found no survival advantage of one approach over the other, but other considerations, such as symptom reduction, often necessitate pursuit of rhythm control. Electrical, or direct current, CV is a widely used and effective method for termination of nonparoxysmal AF, although its success can be affected by patient- and technique-related variables. Pharmacological CV options also exist and are preferable in specific circumstances. Both pharmacological and electrical CV are associated with the risk of proarrhythmia. Many AADs are under development for both CV and maintenance of sinus rhythm. Some are atrioselective, such as vernakalant, and target ion channels in the atria, with little or no effects in the ventricle. Vernakalant, currently under Food and Drug Administration review, appears to offer a safer profile than current CV agents and is likely to expand the role of pharmacological CV. Other new AADs that provide increased efficacy or safety while maintaining normal sinus rhythm may also be better than current drugs; if so, rate-rhythm comparisons will differ from those of previous studies. In conclusion, further trials should clarify the long-term safety profiles of new atrioselective agents and other investigational drugs and define their role in the treatment of AF.